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ABSTRACT. The determination of reaction forces at kinematical joints of mechanism 
plays an important role in dynamics of machines. In the paper a method of determining 
the reaction at kinematical joints is presented. 
It is established a set of equations that are divided into two groups. The one describes 
the motion of the system and the other allows to calculate the reaction at kinematical 
joints. 
1. Introduction 
The determination of reaction forces at kinematical joints has investigated 
in many works. In engineering the D'Alembert's method is usually applied for 
calculating the reaction forces at kinematical joints. However, such a method 
depends on each concrete structure of mechanisms. 
There was an idea of making a general method for the problem. That is 
to apply the method of analytical mechanics for determining reaction forces at 
kinematical joints of a chain of links [7]. However, such method hasn't yet taken 
clearness and simplicity from engineering point of view. 
2. Equations of motion of a constrained mechanical system 
Let us consider a holonomic mechanical system of n degrees of freedom. De-
note generalized coordinates of the system under consideration by q; ( i = 1, n). 
Assume that the matrix of inertia of the system is denoted by A, which is an 
n X n positive define symmetric matrix. The elements of the matrix A depend on 
generalized coordinates, i.e. A = A( q); where q is an n x 1 matrix of generalized 
coordinates, that is: 
(2.1) 
the notation T denotes a transpose of matrix. 
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Suppose that the expression of kinetic energy of the system is written in the 
form: 
(2.2) 
where q is an n x 1 matrix of generalized velocities, q is the transpose of the matrix 
of q, i.e.: 
(2.3) 
Denote the generalized forces of applied ones by Q;(t, q, q) and Q is their 
matrix notation, that is: 
(2.4) 
Suppose that the system under consideration is subjected to .constraints of 
the form: 
(2.5) 
Basing on the principle of compatibility [2-5] the motion of a constrained 
system must be written in the form: 
Aq= Q+G+R, (2.6) 
where G is an n X 1 matrix, which consists of the elements of the matrix of inertia 
A, but R is the reaction matrix which must satisfy the condition of ideality of the 
constraints (2.5). As known [3-5] this condition is 
DR= 0, (2. 7) 
where D is (n- r) x n matrix, its elements are just coefficients in expressions of 
generalized accelerations written in the terms of independent generalized acceler-
ations by solving the constraint equations (2.5). 
By means of the equations (2.6) and (2. 7) it is possible to obtain a set of equa-
tions, that are divided into two groups, one of these group describes motion of the 
system under consideration and the other group gives the reactions of constraints. 
3. Algorithm for calculating reactions at kinematical joints 
To determine the reactions at the kinematical joint let us release just that 
joint. The action of the released joint on the system is replaced by the reaction 
forces. In other words, the freed system is then assumed to be that without 
constraints under actions of applied and reaction forces. 
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Because of releasing constraints, the number of degrees of freedom of the freed 
system is bigger than the original system. 
Adapting to this let us introducer new coordinates denoted by Qn+I• Qn+2• ••• , 
Qn+r. The number of new coordinates is equal to the increased number of degrees of 
freedom. In order that the motion of the freed system is identical to the original 
system, it is necessary to add some conditions. Such conditions play the role 
of constraints. The reactions of these constraints are just the reactions of the 
remarked joints. 
Example. As an illustration let us consider· a hammer crush machine shown in 
Fig.l. The drum is a homogeneous disk of radius R and moment of inertia Ir 
about the rotation axis 0. 
There is a couple of force M acting on the drum. The physical pendulum has 
the mass m and the moment of inertia 12 about its center of mass C2 (AC2 =a). 
The physical pendulum is hung up against the disk at the joint A. Determine the 
reaction forces at the articulated joint A and write the equations of motion of the 
hammer crush machine. 
Consider the hammer crush machine as a system of two degrees of freedom. 
Let choose generalized coordinates as cp and 0 - the angle coordinates of the disk 
and physical pendulum respectively. These angles are formed by OA and AC 2 
with verticals. The system of hammer crush machine under consideration is called 
the original system. To calculate the reactions at joint A let release the physical 
pendulum from the drum (see Fig. 2). 
0 ~M 
t 
Fig.1 Fig. 2 
The freed system has 4 degrees of freedom. Let us choose generalized coordi-
nates of this system as cp, 0, u, v, where cp, 0 have the same meaning as above, but 
u, v are rectangular coordinates of the joint A located on the physical pendulum. 
In order that the motion of the freed system is identical to the original system it 
is necessary to use the following conditions 
u- Rcoscp = 0, v- Rsincp = 0. (3.1) 
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These conditions are treated as constraints imposed on the freed system. 
By putting: 
u = u- Rcoscp, e = v- Rsincp, (3.2) 
we have 
u = u + R cos cp, v = e + R sin cp. (3.3) 
Instead of u, v, we use the variables u, e. Equations of constraints (3.1) are 
now: 
u = o; e = o, (3.4) 
The matrix of inertia of the freed system is 
JO I maRcos(cp- 0) -mRsincp mRcoscp 
A= maRcos(cp- 0) Ig -masinO m 
-mRsincp -masinO m 0 (3.5) 
mRcoscp macosO 0 m 
where 
(3.6) 
Notice that the 2 X 2 first matrix A0 on the principal diagonal of the matrix 
A is the matrix of inertia of t,he original system: 
Ao=llmaRc:!(cp-0) maRcwcp~O)II· (3.7) 
In accordance with the constraints (3.4) the matrix D in (2. 7) is a 2 x 4 
matrix, which has the form: 
D = II ~ ~ ~ ~ II· 
The matrix G in (2.6) will be now: 
-mRasin(cp- 0)02 
G = mRasin(cp- O)<P2 
mR cos cp,P 2 + ma cos 002 
mRsincp,P 2 + masin002 
The matrix of applied forces is of the form: 
Q= 









The condition of ideality of the constraints by (2.7) is written as follows: 
From here we obtain: 
R'P = 0, 
Therefore we can write 










u = 0, e = 0, u = 0, e = 0, i1 = o, , e = 0. (3.14) 
Thus the matrix q will take the following form: 
(3.15) 
Equation (2.6) is now: 
JO maR cos(cp - 0) -mRsincp mRcos<p I{; 1 
maRcos(cp- 0) I~ -ma.sinO m ii 
-mRsin<p -masinO 0 0 -m 
mRcoscp macosO 0 m 0 
M- mgRsincp- Rasin(cp- O)iJ2 0 
-mgasinO + mRasin(cp- O)cp2 
+ 
0 (3.16) -
mg + mR cos cpcp2 + ma cos 002 Ru 
mRsincpcp2 + masin88 2 Re 
The matrix equation (3.16) can be written in the form of two matrix equations: 
II maRc:!(cp- 0) maRc~(cp- O) II/I~ II= 
=II M- mgRsincp- maRsin(cp- 0)02 11 





R" II= 11-mRsinrp 
, Re mRcosrp -mr::~~nOO II II~ 11-11 mg~:'s!~s;2 ~2 ::a7i:~o~! 02 11· 
(3.18) 
Equations (3.17) describe the motion of the original system - the hammer 
crush machine, but the reactions at the joint A are drawn from the equations 
(3.18). By such a way we obtain two groups of equations. The one describes the 
motion of the original system, the other gives the reactions at the mentioned joint. 
Notice that (3.9) and (3.10) can be written in the form: 
G= 
Go 
mR cos rp <{; 2 + ma cos 0 02 
mR sin rp <{; 2 + ma sin 0 02 




Go = II mRa sin(cp- 0)~2 11, 
mRacos(cp- O)cp2 Qo= IIM-mg:sinrpll· mgasmO 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
It is easy to see that G 0 is just the matrix G of the original system, but Q 0 
is the matrix of applied forces acting on the original system. In other words, the 
matrices G 0 and Q 0 are calculated for the original system, while G and Q are 
calculated for the freed system. 
By such a way, the equation ( 3.17) can be written as follows: 
Ao ii.o =Go+ Qo, (3.21) 
where i:i.o is an n x 1 matrix of generalized accelerations of the original system, i.e. 
ii.~ = II<P Oil· (3.22) 
Notice that A 0 is the n X n matrix, which is made from n first rows and 







principal diagonal of the matrix A. f 
We construct now an r x n matrix denoted by B. This. matrix is made from r 
last rows and n first columns of the matrix A. In the above example, the matrix 
B is of the form: 




macos () (3.23) 
Next we introduce the r x 1 matrices, G 1 and Q 1 , that are made from last r 
rows of the matrices G and Q respectively. 
In accordance with the above example we have: 
(3.24) 
Besides we denote: 
Rf =liRa- R& (3.25) 
Notice that the n x 1 matrix R 1 is made from a last rows of the matrix of 
reactions R. Equations (3.18) can be written then: 
(3.26) 
By such a way we obtain two groups of equations, the equation (3.21) with-
out reactions describes the motion of the system, but equations (3.26) gives the 
reaction at the joint under consideration. 
Because of positive definiteness of A 0 , there is the inverse matrix A 01 • Thus, 
from (3.21) we have 
(3.27) 
Substituting (3.21) into (3.26) we can calculate the reactions at the joint, that 
is 
(3.28) 
It is important that the reactions calculated by means of (3.28), don't contain 
accelerations. Go bask to the above example. It is easy to calculate the inverse of 
matrix Aa: 
A -1 -II I~ 0 
- -maR cos(cp- 0) 
-maRcos(cp -IJ) II 





-1 1 B A 0 = ~ x (3.31) 
mR [ ma2 sin 0 cos(IJ- cp)- I~ sincp J rna [ mR2 sincp cos(O - cp) - 1r sin OJ 
mR [I~ cos cp- ma2 cos Ocos(O- cp)) rna[~ cos IJ- mR2 cos cpcos(IJ- cp)) 
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We have then 
11~;11 = 
mR [ ma2 sin /J cos{O - I") - Ig sin I"] ma [ mR2 sin I" cos(/J -I") -I? sin 6] 
mR [Ig cos I"- ma2 cos /J cos(O- ~D)] ma[I? cos II- mR2 cos ~QCos{ll- ~D)] 
X II M ::~~ss!n~" 11-11 mR~~:n~ ;2:a~~s~:; t mg II· (3.32) 
It is easily to see that R", Re are just vertical and horizontal components of 
the reaction at the kinematical joint A, respectively. 
4. Conclusions 
By means of equations (3.28) the reactions are determined independently 
to establishment of equations of motion. Of course, to do this it is necessary 
to calculate the inverse matrix of inertia as in the case of applying directly the 
principle of compatibility [2-5]. However, it is important that the dimension of 
the matrix of inertia of the original system is smaller than the freed system. This 
reduces remarkably the calculations. 
The equations obtained are written in matrix forms. This is very appropriate 
for programming by means of PC, especially, for using symbolic method. This 
publication is completed with the financial support from the Council for Natural 
Science of Vietnam. 
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xAc fl!NH cAc PHAN LVC T~I cAc KHOP flQNG 
Vi~c xac djnh cac phan h,rc tf!.i ca.c kh&p d<}ng Clla ca du c6 vai tro quan 
trc;mg trong bai toan dgng h,rc h9c ella may Va CCI ClLU. 
Trong bai bao d1ra ra mgt ph~rctng phap ti~n lc;ri cho vi~c xac djnh cac phan 
l'!c kh&p d<}ng. Da thanh l~p hai nh6m ph1rctng trl.nh: mgt nh6m cho phep xac 
djnh chuygn dgng ella CCI ciLu (ph~rctng trl.nh chuy~n dgng), con mgt nh6m cho 
phep tfnh toan cac phan I'!C tf!.i cac khap dgng. 
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